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Chatbot Software: A Beginner’s Ultimate Guide
[100% Unbiased]

Can a chatbot boost profits for your small business?

You hear the hype. A chatbot slashes customer service expenses. Enhances user
experience. Trounces email marketing on click-through rates.

Yet the buzz is all about big brands. The articles you’re reading are paid for by bigtime
chatbot software vendors.

As a small business owner, your resources are limited. And you’re no techie. The
thought of building a chatbot is mind-boggling.

So cut through the clutter of biased information out there. This guide gives you objective
insights. Pros as well as cons. No affiliate links included.
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You’ll find out:

● How a chatbot works
● What a chatbot can do, and what it can’t
● Easy ways to get a chatbot up and running for free

Let’s get to it.

What Is Chatbot Technology? (Non-Geek Version)

Since 1991, chatbot developers have gathered in London every year for a prestigious
contest known as the Loebner Prize.

During the contest, a panel of judges determine the most conversational chatbot in the
world.

The judges talk to both chatbots and real people that are hidden from view. Each bot
and human are asked the same 20 questions. The judges evaluate every entrant based
on a score of 100.
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A chatbot called Mitsuku has won five times, more than any other participant.

Mitsuku’s creator is Steve Worswick, senior artificial intelligence (AI) designer at
Pandorabots, the largest chatbot software open source community on the Internet.
(Open source software is code anyone can use, modify, or distribute.)

Worswick believes expecting a chatbot to act like a human is a mistake. A bot can only
communicate with the information inputted during its programming.

“Mitsuku doesn’t pretend to be able to replace a real person,” he says.

Granted that chatbots cannot behave exactly as people do, they are getting closer to
talking exactly as people do.

In fact, a Google chatbot named Meena is now outscoring Mitsuku on conversational
metrics experts use.

So what does chatbot software do? It automates a conversation with a user on a
website, or a messaging app like Facebook Messenger or Slack.

Messaging can be by voice or text. When done right, it feels natural. Like you’re talking
to a friend.

https://www.raconteur.net/technology/artificial-intelligence/ai-loneliness-mitsuku/
https://arxiv.org/abs/2001.09977
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Adults in the U.S. spend approximately 20 minutes a day with mobile messaging apps.

It’s not surprising that mobile messaging is exploding. By 2022, the number of U.S.
mobile messaging apps users is expected to hit 171.3 million.

https://www.statista.com/statistics/266925/adult-daily-mobile-messaging-app-engagement-usa/
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Source

Yet human language is complex, and deciphering it isn’t easy. A chatbot analyzes
messages through a branch of AI known as natural language processing (NLP).

This 1-minute video explains how NLP works.

Some chatbots use NLP in tandem with machine learning to analyze messages.
Machine learning is another subgroup of AI. It enables a machine to complete tasks it’s
not programmed for.

Just as people do, some chatbots learn through experience.

Luckily, you don’t have to understand a thing about AI and NLP to get good results from
your bot. Chatbot platforms help you use AI chatbots right out of the gate.

https://www.emarketer.com/content/messaging-apps-and-marketing-2018
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=IIaYk2hIYKk
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In this guide, we’re going to dig into details about the best platforms for beginners. But
first, let’s clarify some common misunderstandings about chatbots.

What Are the Types of Chatbots?

Many people mistake live chat for a chatbot. During live chat, a human answers
questions in real time.

Live chat is often used by customer service. But in today’s fast-paced world, customers
demand instant responses. If it’s off hours or the phone lines are jammed, your user is
out of luck.

A Gartner study found that the average human operator takes 51 seconds to answer a
customer. A chatbot answers within 5 seconds.

The most common type of chatbot is a rules-based chatbot. It’s designed with an “if this,
then that” flowchart.

Common customer questions are mapped out. The customer’s answer prompts the bot
to the next step.

https://www.gartner.com/smarterwithgartner/bots-gain-importance-in-gartner-service-technologies-bullseye/
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A rules-based bot can guide a simple Q&A. Or ask the user a specific question that
requires a “yes” or “no” response.

When the user inputs keywords like “support” or “help,” the bot can provide options. If it
gets stuck, it can hand the customer over to a live agent.

However, it can’t learn anything on its own. All it can do is respond to specific
commands.

But an AI chatbot can do more than recognize words. It gets smarter over time. And that
means it can personalize user experience.

Why Your Business Needs an AI Chatbot

Your users expect you to provide them with highly targeted messages. An AI chatbot
tags a user whenever he or she makes a choice.
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Those choices reveal where they are in the sales process. And the best part is, they’re
ready to take action now.

You can identify:

● Which tags are used the most
● Times of day your customers are most active
● Which customers keep coming back to the bot

Depending on the response, the bot may offer a special report. You could have different
reports available for various customer interests.

An AI chatbot retains email and SMS addresses. When the address is confirmed, the
customer receives the report.

The entire transaction happens in one session. On one platform. The user isn’t dumped
into a sales funnel.

You can:

● Design an entire chatbot conversation around a specific user’s needs
● Get feedback on purchases with a chatbot sequence
● Create a series timed for when the customer is running out of a product

In addition, an AI bot can interpret the specific words and phrases humans use. Say you
type the word “hello” to an AI chatbot. It knows this is similar to “hi” or “good morning.”
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Of course, sometimes the same word can mean different things. There’s a big
difference between “She’s feeling fine,” and “You’re receiving a fine.”

AI chatbots are getting good at understanding context. They can also:

● Handle a loyalty program with ease
● Alert people to special offers
● Help customers find products quicker

An AI-powered chatbot can even pinpoint the specific intent behind a user’s message. If
the intent is to order a pizza, the message might say, “I want to order a pizza.”

But if the intent is to get information, the message may be, “If I order a pizza, how long
will it take?”

And the AI bot immediately knows where to send the customer.

You might have ordered food from a bot. Many restaurateurs are getting good results
from chatbots.
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Yet no matter which industry you work in, you need to hang out where your customers
do.  And they’re probably on Facebook. Chatbot software that integrates with Facebook
Messenger is a must for small businesses.

Most Popular Mobile Messaging Apps in the United States
As of September 2019, by Monthly Active Users
(in millions)

Source

How Facebook Chatbot Software Increases Your Revenues

https://www.statista.com/statistics/350461/mobile-messenger-app-usage-usa/
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Facebook chatbot software takes over the messaging for your product’s Facebook
page. If a user sends you a message on Facebook, your bot will automatically send a
customized response.

User chats and responses can be integrated with an external database or customer
relationship management system.

Audience highs and lows are tracked. The total number of conversations (referred to as
“sessions”) is measured. Spikes or drops in sessions can give you invaluable insights.

For instance, the spike may be tied to a particular piece of content. That makes it easy
to create similar content.

You can also set up forms to capture information about potential leads. Facebook
automatically populates items like name, address, phone number, and email address.

Interested in running contact-building campaigns? You’ll be able to access detailed
reports that reveal how your campaigns are performing.
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And payment transactions can be completed within the Messenger app.

The 5 Best Chatbot Builders for Beginners

Now that you know a little about how chatbot software works, are you ready to dive into
chatbot builders?

(Just so you know, the terms “chatbot builder” and “chatbot platform” are used
interchangeably.)

The following platforms offer speed and convenience. No coding required. They all
integrate with Facebook Messenger. Four of the five have free plans.

1. Chatfuel

Chatfuel is an ultra-flexible chatbot platform. Build your bot in one of two ways: the
Block Builder or Visual Flow Builder.

In the Block Builder, each user dialogue is a block. Connect blocks to other blocks,
forming a conversation pathway. The Flow Builder is a visual drag-and-drop interface.

Chat handover from bot to human is seamless. Chatfuel’s AI allows you to set rules that
recognize particular topics. Be sure to check out their helpful blog.

How Much Does Chatfuel Cost?
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● Free: $0/month for up to 50 users
● Pro: From $15/month for up to 500 users

(price increases based on sliding scale)
● Premium: Contact Chatfuel

Pros of Chatfuel

● Clean and simple interface
● Checklists help you complete tasks such as your welcome message
● No need to click through to a separate tutorial or knowledge base
● Test your bot in Facebook Messenger before it goes live

Cons of Chatfuel

● Limited free features
● No ability to edit, save, and export user data
● Basic templates will likely need modification
● No support email or phone number; chat only

Quick Takeaway from Chatfuel

Chatfuel’s Block Builder and Visual Flow Builder make it easy to create a personalized
customer experience.

2. ManyChat
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Similar to Chatfuel, ManyChat offers a Basic Builder or Flow Builder. But their focus is
on growth. Inside their growth tools area, you can customize website overlays, widgets,
and pop-ups.

Create an opt-in bar at the top of your website. Make a pop-up window appear in the
center of your screen. Create a button anywhere on your site.

ManyChat’s free video course can be accessed on their website without signing up.

How Much Does ManyChat Cost?

ManyChat automatically selects a pricing tier based on your number of subscribers.

● Free trial account to test the platform
● Pro: From $10/month for 500 subscribers

to $145/month for more than 20,000 subscribers
● Contact ManyChat if you have over 25,000 subscribers

Pros of ManyChat
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● Pro plan pricing is advantageous for small businesses
● Ability to alert your team when someone starts a live chat
● Built-in marketing tools

Cons of ManyChat

● Initial learning curve is somewhat steep
● Free version has limited functionality
● Analytics are basic

Quick Takeaway from ManyChat

Attract subscribers to your chatbot with the Facebook Comments Growth Tool.
ManyChat’s free plan allows you to connect the Growth Tool widget to a specific post.

3. It’s Alive

ItsAlive flawlessly executes the “if this, then that” recipe workflow. First decide what will
trigger your bot. Then determine what it will do or say.
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This chatbot builder is a great middle ground between a visual editor and a modular
one. The workflow is efficient. And you can switch the recipes on or off.

How Much Does It’s Alive Cost?

Monthly messages are the number of messages sent or received by your bot. It starts
over every month on the day you signed up for your plan.

Free (1 chatbot, 1,000 monthly messages)   $0
Solo (1 chatbot, 5,000 monthly messages)   $19/month
Plus (2 chatbots, 20,000 messages)             $49/month
Pro (5 chatbots, 100,000 messages) $99/month
Enterprise (custom) Contact It’s Alive

Pros of It’s Alive

● Easy to navigate interface
● Activity tab shows all messages your bot didn’t understand
● Setting/tweaking your welcome message is a breeze

Cons of It’s Alive

● A bit more “techie” than some other beginner chatbot platforms
● No ability to view your entire bot as you’re building it

Quick Takeaway from It’sAlive

Users often mis-click or go down wrong conversational paths. ItsAlive’s persistent menu
feature immediately brings users back to where they want to be.
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4. MobileMonkey

What stands out about MobileMonkey is its Omni technology. Build one chatbot that
works simultaneously on Facebook, SMS (Simple Messaging Service), and the Web. A
unified chat inbox for all chat communications is included.

How Much Does Mobile Monkey Cost?

● Free Forever Edition: $0
● PRO Plan: $14.25/month, billed annually

(or $19 month-to-month)
● PRO Unicorn: $36.75/month, billed annually

(or $49 month-to-month)
● Team: $299/month
● Enterprise: Contact MobileMonkey
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Each plan has a limited number of “send credits.” (A send includes any message sent
by your chatbot, any bot responses to your Facebook page, and messages sent in
blasts, drip campaigns, or promos.)

Number of Send Credits Per Plan

● Free Forever Edition: 1,000/month
● PRO: 2,000/month
● PRO Unicorn: 6,500/month
● Team: 100,000/month

Pros of MobileMonkey

● Easily customizable templates for many industries
● “Chat Blast” function – message all your users or a certain segment
● Learn as you go with Chat University webinars

Cons of MobileMonkey

● Frequent updates can cause user interface to slow down
● Some steps are undocumented
● Unnecessary design elements

Quick Takeaway from MobileMonkey

MobileMonkey’s patent-pending technology eliminates the need to write content more
than once.
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5. Appypie

Although primarily an app development platform, Appypie (“easy as pie”) offers a unique
way to create a free chatbot for websites.

Decide whether you want an inquiry bot, an appointment bot, or a live chat bot. After it’s
built, copy and paste the Appypie widget code to wherever your chatbot will live.

How Much Does Appypie Cost?

You can make a free chatbot with Appypie’s no-code platform. But you must upgrade to
a paid plan to continue using their services.

● Basic Ad Free Experience: $18/app/month
● Gold (Premium Features: $36/app/month
● Platinum (iOS App supported): $60/app/month

Pros of Appypie

● Ability to create multiple chatbots
● Numerous support options in 10 languages
● Hone your skills with free courses in Appypie Academy
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Cons of Appypie

● It’s not primarily a chatbot platform
● Limited free account

Quick Takeaway from Appypie

Every business needs help answering repetitive questions, making appointments, or
simply chatting with customers. Appypie’s unique building method helps you pick your
most important goal and get started fast.

Which is the Best Chatbot for Your Business?

The five chatbot platforms listed above scratch the surface of the vast options in chatbot
software. But you don’t have to use a platform to reap the benefits of chatbots.

You can choose your bot based on the industry you work in. Here are a few
industry-specific chatbot examples.
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The Feebi AI chatbot interacts with diners via Facebook Messenger. It automates about
90% of common restaurant inquiries.

● Offers special deals
● Takes food orders
● Makes recommendations
● Manages reservations
● Simplifies table service

Do you own a salon, spa, or barbershop? Check out RetentionForce. Launch a
hassle-free rewards program for loyal customers. They can refer their friends with a
single click – and without leaving Facebook Messenger.

If you’re a journalist, publisher, or storyteller, try the code-free Sequel bot. Create your
own interactive story with branching plot lines. Make up a story-based game or quiz.

Realtors like the Apartment Ocean AI chatbot to qualify leads. Conversations with
prospects are analyzed for important information, reducing customer acquisition costs.

https://getfeebi.com/
https://www.retentionforce.com/referrals/
https://www.onsequel.com/
https://www.apartmentocean.com/
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Other industries that frequently use chatbots are:

● Legal services
● Finance and banking
● Insurance
● Manufacturing
● Healthcare
● Education
● Travel

Snatchbot and TARS are popular platforms for building industry-focused chatbots.

Alternatively, you can pick a chatbot based on a business goal. For example, a Drift
chatbot can continuously deliver relevant content to leads.
(Fair warning: Drift is expensive.)

https://snatchbot.me/
https://hellotars.com/?fp_ref=venture_harbour_recommends
https://www.drift.com/learn/chatbot/
https://www.drift.com/learn/chatbot/
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Despite their diversity, chatbots aren’t for everybody. Read on for the reasons why you
may not want to bother with a bot.

Here’s What Chatbot Software Vendors Aren’t Telling You

Building and deploying a chatbot is a big commitment.

First, you have to strategize its purpose and gather the relevant user information. That
means digging deeply into:

● Blog comments
● Survey responses
● Buyer personas
● Testimonials
● Emails
● Reviews

But that’s just the beginning. Analyzing your data is critical. You have to identify the
most common customer questions. Figure out where they’re getting stuck.

Also, your chatbot should have a distinctive personality that fits your brand. Is it going to
be serious? Authoritative? Maybe a little witty?
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Then you must write scripts for your bot. Continually feed it new information. Ensure
that the conversations are aligned with current user problems.

Of course, writing useful and engaging scripts isn’t easy. People are tough to please.
On one hand, they crave a human element to the buying process.

On the other hand, they demand instant results. If they don’t get what they’re looking
for, they’ll go elsewhere immediately.

Research firm Forrester concluded that 54% of online consumers find interactions with
chatbots frustrating.

https://go.forrester.com/blogs/forresters-latest-infographic-consumers-dont-believe-the-chatbot-hype/
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So never try to resolve a customer grievance with a chatbot. It’s inappropriate for
sensitive business subjects.

A bot doesn’t have the ability to reason. If a user doesn’t input the correct phrasing, it
may not know how to respond. Or it could provide inaccurate information.

It can’t detect tone of voice, like sarcasm or meanness. Mispronounced words, accents,
and slang are troublesome.

Nor can it make sense of metaphors.

● A rolling stone
● Eyes of ice
● Curtain of night

And, like everyday conversation, any chat can take an unexpected turn.
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In any case, a chatbot has potential to destroy your customers’ trust in you. And they
deserve to know when they’re talking to a bot.

In fact, California’s B.O.T. (“Bolstering Online Transparency”) Act makes it illegal for
some chatbots to masquerade as humans.

Fortunately, small business owners are exempt. The act only applies to platforms with
more than 10 million monthly users within the state of California.

But what does the future hold? That's anyone's guess.

The bottom line is, your bot is there to serve your customers. Their needs come first.

They won’t stick around if they think you’re deceitful. And anyone can use a free chatbot
blocker app like HelloGoodbye.

https://www.wired.com/story/law-makes-bots-identify-themselves/
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How to Reduce Your Chatbot Overwhelm

Still unsure about getting a chatbot?

Maybe you’re thinking a bot isn’t a good fit for your products or services. And that’s fine.
The purpose of this guide is to help you find out whether a chatbot can help your
business grow.

But when it comes to basic automated tasks, a chatbot shines. It toils 24/7.

That means you won’t have to work so hard. You’ll get a better night’s sleep. Enjoy
more time with friends and family.

If you do decide to try out a chatbot, here’s a final tip. Keep it simple. It doesn’t have to
be fancy at first.

Figure out what you want it to do. Pick one chatbot software platform or an
industry-specific bot.

And jump right in.


